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Is there any size category as obscure as plus petite? Maybe plus petite maternity. You’d think you were the only curvy shorter
woman in the world as you search and search for clothes that don’t assume you’re so much taller than you really are.
Who can blame you for sticking with the plus size section – at least there you can find clothes that fit, even if they hit your leg at
exactly the most unflattering spot. Most people will be looking at your face and you can’t spend every waking moment seeking out
clothes that fit you perfectly.
Now, you don’t have to. Sophisticated Curves now offers items from the plus petite maven, Myrda J. For plus petite gals, this is as
exciting as finding a wedding dress that has pockets.
Why should you care when there are so many plus size clothes that are just a tad too long? Is it that big a deal?
No one is going to throw rotten fruit at you for wearing regular length clothes when you’re petite. And you can always go to the tailor

Myrda J Tulip Dress with Snake
Print Sash

and have things shortened (when you can fit that into your busy schedule). But even when you have a dress altered to be the right
length, the other proportions are still off. The dress’ waist may not hit your actual waist. Princess seams and bust darts will start in the
wrong spot. You’ll look okay, but something will be just a little off. And you deserve outfits that look amazing.
Besides, which such great options from Myrda J, why would wear anything that doesn’t fit you perfectly?

Side Triangle Petite Plus Size Dress in Beige
This dress shows exactly why vertically challenged women are better off wearing plus petite. Color blocking is so stylish and fun –
and when you wear the right size dress, the contrasting triangle hits you where it’s meant to.
This lightweight dress is perfect for Summer – and since it’s petite, you know the hem will be above your knee and not several
inches below it.

Moto Mesh Leggings
Those mesh cutouts are so trendy and fabulous. You don’t need us to tell you how much better these are than regular length leggings. The cutouts will be in the right
spot and you won’t have extra fabric pooling around your ankles.
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Chiffon Gathered Top in Black
This peekaboo top is so fun. It can be casual or glam because it shows just the right amount of
skin. If it were made for regular height women, the seethrough section would be so low on shorter women that the only thing it
would show off is a belt buckle.

You’re worth it
Plus petite clothes can be hard to track down, but you’re worth the extra effort. And since we have them right here, there really isn’t much effort required at all. You
deserve clothes that fit you perfectly. Don’t settle for anything less.
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